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Problem
How rituals affect participants in vivo remains

unclear. We investigated whether levels of affec-
tive arousal and affective valence differed accord-
ing to ritual role over the course of a highly arous-
ing fire-walking ritual. There were three chal-
lenges:

1. Extracting reliable affective information
from noisy image data;

2. Dealing with variability in third-party
judgements;

3. Dealing with highly correlated data.

Importance of Findings
Our study offers a message of hope.

1. Images may be extracted from high-
definition video to reveal affective dynam-
ics, showing that minimally-invasive ritual
field studies are possible;

2. Methods developed for evolutionary ecol-
ogists have application to ritual studies.
Specifically, Bayesian Multivariate General-
ized Mixed Effects models may be used to
estimate effects from noisy and dependent
data;

3. Quantifying a sacred ritual may reveal lay-
ers of subtlety unknown to “thick" ethno-
graphic descriptions, turning tables on “re-
ductionist" complaints.

Methods
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Images were extracted from two different high-definition video sources and rated by judges who were
residents of Northern Spain. Arousal and valence were coded on 1-7 ordinal scales. This produced 8400
judgments. Images judged too unclear to evaluate resulted in 244 missing data points. We modelled
affective dynamics using Markov chain Monte Carlo mixed effects methods. Non-informative priors
for fixed and random components were used (MCMCglmm package in R [Hadfield, 2010]). Outcome
variables were passed to an ordinal link function and estimated on a latent conditional probit distribu-
tion, thus avoiding the conflation of ordinal with gaussian outcomes. Because arousal and valence were
sampled within the same individuals at successive ritual phases, we fit models for correlated intercepts
and random slopes within individuals over time. Because dyads were always composed of socially
proximate individuals, we were able to fit models estimating the specific effects of social proximity
on affective outcomes using the dyadic pairs subset. An important feature of our analysis was the
inclusion of rater variability in the random component of all models. Raters were not coerced into
agreement. Nor were ratings averaged. This method enabled explicit adjustments in all models for the
uncertainty in coefficient estimates introduced from rater variability [Adams et al., 2012].
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Affective Dynamics
Coefficient estimates
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Bootstrapped mean estimates for arousal at each of the five phases hinted at distinctive trends for
fire-walkers and passengers, suggesting converging arousal but diverging valence (left image). MCMC
models were run for 30,000 cycles, with the first 10,000 runs discarded. Autocorrelation for all models
was low (< .01). An intraclass correlation was estimated for the effects of raters. The ICC describes
the expected correlation between outcomes of a particular group member – the level of a random effect
– averaging over one or more of the other random effects – the repeatability [Adams et al., 2012].
The ICC for item variance for arousal was 0.93 and for valence was: 0.75; The ICC for latent scale
repeatability for arousal was valence was: 0.48 and for arousal was 0.53.

MCMC models were compared using the Deviance Information Criterion. The preferred model
showed that fire-walker and passenger arousal increased over-time: (fire-walker arousal = 0.50
(0.37,0.64), passenger arousal = 0.47,(0.29,0.64) all pMCMC’s < .001). Passenger valence increased
( 0.35(0.10,0.61) pMCMC <.01), however the confidence interval for Fire-walker valence crossed zero,
-0.11,(-0.31,0.10), pMCMC =0.279. In the dyadic pairs subset, fire-walker valence did not cross zero
and was negative: -0.26(-0.45,-0.08) pMCMC<.01. This finding suggests that affective synchrony was
limited to arousal, with no evidence found for empathetic valence among fire-walkers and passengers.
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Background

a. fire-walkers.       b.  related pairs.       c. unrelated pairs.

a. b. c.

The study was conducted in San Pedro Man-
rique Spain, a village of about six-hundred in-
habitants. The fire-walking ritual is the culmina-
tion of the eight-day festival of San Juan, and oc-
curs annually on June 23rd. A previous investiga-
tion of this ritual revealed that heart rhythms be-
came coupled among fire-walkers and spectators.
Heart-rhythm synchrony extended to spectators.
Is heart-rhythm synchrony an indicator of affec-
tive synchrony? To address this question we in-
vestigated affective dynamics among socially close
participants who differed in their ritual roles.


